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NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

The National litireatO.of Standaids ' vyis established by an kr of..Con'gress Mt ch 3, 1901.

The Buretid1).pverall goals tb. strenohen and advance the Nation', tience and echno
td faethttite-their effective applies on fur ptihtit benefit To this ear the- Bureau- i(ittets

research tind provides. 111 a basis- f/urtthe"Nation's physical- measurement system, (2) ssientific
and technologickil services for industry and government, 131 a":technical basis for equity in trade,,
and 14) technical sefv ices to promote public safety. The Roireau consists of the Inktitute for
Basic Standards. the' Institute for Materials Research, the Institute, for Applied Technology,
the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, and the Office for Inforination Programs.

THE INSTITUTE FOR BASIC STANDARDS provides the central, basis within the United
States of a complete and consistent sstein of physical measurement. coordinates that system
yy ith measurement sstems of other nations. and furnishes essential services leading to accurar-,
and uniforn1 physical mnsurefilents througbout the Nation's scientific community, industry,
and commerce The Institute consists, of the Office of Measurement Services, the Office of

- Radiation Measurement- and the follow ing Center and divisions . .

Applied Nlathematics Electricity. Mechanic; Optical Physics Center
for iradiation ReseaTch Nuclear Sciences: Applied Radiation laboratory 4,,vroph% sics

Cryogenics ,Electromagnetics Time and frequency

THE INSTITUTE FOR MATERIALS RESEARCH 'conducts niaterials research leading to
improved methods of measurement, standards. 'and data on the yFoperties of well- characterized
materials needed by industy% commerce, educational instifutions. and Government. provides
advisory,, and research services to other ,Government agencies. and develops, produces. and
distributes standard reference material, The Institute consists of the Office trof Standard
Reference Materials, the Office of Air and Witter Measurernent, and,the following divisions.

Analytical Chbmistry Poly mers Metallurgy Inorganic Materials Reactor

Radiation- *Physical Cheinis y.

THE INSTITUTE FOR APPL ED TECHNOLOGY provides technical -services to promote
the use of .wadable technology and to facilitate technological, innovation in ondustry and
Government. cooperates with public and private organizations leading to the $ievelopment of
technological standards (including mandatory safety standards). codes sand methods of test,

'and pros ides techdical ado ice and ,en ice, to, Government tigtncies upon request. The Instt-
ji tute consists of the following divisions and Centers:

Standards. Application ,fmd A naly4%,1 Electronic Technology * Center for Consumer
Product Technology. product Systems Analysis. Product Engineering Center fOr Building
Technology. Stricture;, NInterials and Life Safety. !Wilding Environment; Technical Evtiltiti:
lion ind Application Center for Fire Research Fire Science, Tire Safety Engineering.

THE INSTITUTE FOR COMPUTER SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY conducts research,
and provides technical services designed, to aid Chivernment agencies in improving cost effec-
tiveness IQ the conduct. of their programs through the selection, acquisition, and effective

o ) utilization of automatic data procesing equipment. and ,ernes as the principal focus within
the evectitie branCh for the development of Federal standards for,automatic data procesing

..! equipment, techniques. and computer languages. The Institute consists of the following
4 di% isions. . ,\ 1

, ... .

Computer Services Systems and Software Cbmputer Systems Engineering InfOrma-

--1 non Technology.
%

THE OFFICE FOR INFORMATION PROGRAMS promotesloptimum d,issenn,nation and
acces,ibility of scientifik, information gene2ted within ?CBS' and other agencies of the Federal

Government. promotes 'the development of the National Standard Reference Data System and
a system of information aptilysis centers dealing, with the broader aspects of the National'
Measurement Sy'steni. provide, appropritfie serl ices to ensure that the NI3S,staff has optimum
accessibility to the 'scientific. information of the world, The Office consists of the following
organirational units

f Office of Stndard Reference Data . Office of InfOrration Activities Office ofirechniclil
Pubhsations- .,-. brAry 04ice- of International Relations Office of International
StqpdardS'.
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,PREFACE

This report_wastprepared,in response to a request made of the Center fOr Building TechnOlogy
in the National Bureau of Standards. This request grew out of,the initial fleeting of the
Construction Codes and Standards Sector of the American National Metric Council). The Sector
'chairman, Mr. Delmont Thurber, asked for eh identification Of the problems attending
metrication that will probably confront many building codes-and standards institutions in
the United States.

I
It was reasoned-that a discussion of these problems should begin with a brief description of
the new metric units of measurement invol;ied, calle,j SI for Systeme International.

,

Consequently, Pa'rt I of this report deals, with the SI base units, some of she units derived
from them for use in the building industry and, as examples,,some of the usage conventions
adopted by the British who are changing from the inchpound system to SI. Since final U.S.
decisions inIthese matters have not vet been made, the SI units and use conventions '4\
preset-4dd in Part I are offered only as illustrations of the kinls'bf selection problems
to be faced, not as recommendations. , ' .

3 ....
o .

- In the building industry it.i.s hard to say more than a few wards-about metrication 4ithout
mentioning modular or dimensional coordination. Dimensional coordination has fascinated
members of the inc4tstry for years, _both here and abroad. Proponents say metqcation,offers
anexcellent opportunity for the adop,tion of a national commitment to dimensional
coordination as a way for the building industry to "get something out of going metric." ,

This 'Subject is diicussed in'Part II.
I

.. .,'.. /.
o Pait III attempts eaNspi4 some of the many difficult pioblems requiring cooperative

planning and coordination in the aides and standardsseator, during the metrication/ ,' '-

dimenSional coordination transition.
.

.

°

Almost everyone involvdd in the U:Se building codes and standards area.has, at one time or
anoctier, envisioned ways of effecting desitableimprtanments in codes and standards
aqpifities. In many instances these eas were never carr4ed'out because they., often
requrred major'or radical departures om traditional practices, involving A national,
voluntary and cooperatiiie,comtitment rom a highly competitive, fragmented industry. ce
metricaddon All set the stage for just. that kind of nationwide radical change, the

. 1"problems" disssed in this report sugget'opetunity aftgr opportunity for the, building
community-to cooperatively select and implemen many.of the pest desirable of these improved
practices.

At one time, of course a very long tithe ob, mankind has but one, language. Perhaps theworldwide adoptionof SI units signalsl,significant and welc4me reversal in the long
history of the.proliferatiofi of languages.

3
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Metrication Probleths in the Construction Codes
and Standards Seetor)

, Charles' T. Mahaffey

4

'

I
This report is a response to a requese.t for an'outiline of t e problems to be faced by the&building standards development and building regulatorysec ors of the Americanbuilding industry. It includes a discussion of the SI met is units themselves, giving -examples of the conventions regarding

their use adopted in other countries to illustratethe nature of the decisions that must }fie made by the U.S. building industry. It discussesthe relationship of dimensional coordination to the metric conversion effort, its impacton the U.S. building regulatory
system and illustrates some of the decisions these sectorsneed to make. It also discusAes some of .the organizational problems required to involveall segments of the industry in this decision-making process, and for implementing thesedecisions in a coordinated way on a national scale.

Key wards: Building regulations; dimeriskonal coordination; metric conversion;planning and scheduling.
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I. METRIC UNITS TO BE ,USED

The system pf measurement units that the U.S. will be adopting when it "goes metric" is
known as. the, Interpational System of Units - officially abbreviated SI. SI is the system

currently being,adopted by the English-speaking nations (Britain, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa) and differs from the metric system long used in Europe and
other parts of the world. One of these differences is the appearance of the,pew SI unit of
force - the newton( In countries on the,older metric system the kilogram wa§ used to'
indicate force and mass in a manner similar to the way we now use the pound. While this new
coherent separation of mass and force will p duce little actual difference in the resulting
building'design values involved, the concep is quite different. For the the change to

SI metric will include this clarity bf conc t plus all of the advantages of the deciMal
measurement base inherent in the metric system. Countrits'who have been op-the metric system
have long enioved the decimal base advantages but.are finding it difficult to appreciate the
slight (for the buiAng community) improvement in clarity attached to ,the newton.
However, commitments t,o change to SI have been made by these countries and this change
process.is underway: s

The foundation of the new system lies in the seven base (and two.supplemental) units:

. . 4 .

..

:N4
7Y

SI BASE UNITSQIIA'UNIT ' SYMBOL

-.
length meter m
time second ' s

mass kilogram kg

electric current ampere A
temperature kelvin K
luminous intensity candela td

*amount of substance mole mol

SUPPLEMENTAL UNITS
,

...i,
. -

plane angle radian 0 rad
solid'angle steradian sr

*The mole (a measurement of elementilry entities such as atoms, ions, etc.) which has
recently been added to SI, probably All have no application in the construction industry.

J

One of the Virtues claimed for SI is its sternal coherence: This simply means that the
quotient of product of uny two unit quantities in the system leads to the unit of, the
resultant quantity. As an example, when the tulip length (m) is divided by the unit time (s),
the result is unit velocity (m/s) and when unit length (m).is multiplied by unit length (m),
the result is unit area (m2). If the current U.S. system were coherent and the foot were a
unit of length, the square foot would be a coherent unit of area but an acre would not.

4
The coherenCe of SI A illustrated by Figures 1 through 6 (courtesy of Britain's Ministry 1'

.of Puhlic Works).

2 8.
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)
Figure 1-Three base units - second s,
kilogram kg, meter m combine t2 produce
an expression for-. FORCE kgm/s

a

NEWTON

. ,

Figure 2-The expression for FORCE kgm/s 2 is
given the special name newton N

Op'

FORCE ' NEWTON

HEAT (WORK
JOULE

ENERGY)

r

Figure 3 - newton N combines with base unit m to produce the expressio'n for HEAT_ (WORK,ENERGY)
Nm which is given ,the special name joule J

3
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° POWER WATT

HEAT (WORK
ENERGY)

Nrn

Figure 4- joule J combines with base unit 's to produce the expression for POWER J/s which is
given the special name watt W . -

JOULE

S

1

S

t
)

. l ' ,

.

ELECTRICAL . VOL'
POTENTIAL

1. -

C

A

HEAT (WORK
ENERGY)

Nin

. JOULE

tit

Fig tire 5-- watt.* combines with base unit A to produce the expLession dr ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL

' W/A whicliis given the special name volt V
N

1. 1 4
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s

VOLT

STERADLAXI

Figure 6 - 'Derivation and
derived from thetbase and

+ denotes a 'BASE unit

'NC

0 denotes a SUPPLEMENTARY unit

denotes a DERIVED UNILWITH A SPECIAL NAME

coherence--how "Derive& Units" with special 'names are, sequentially
qupplementary units

As.these figures showy the base SI units are
referred to as derived units. These in turn
units from which they are deiived,'and those
of each kind al derived unit:'

QUANTITY

combined to make new deasuremenNnits,
are of two kinds - those expressed in terms,of
given special names. The following are examples

DERIVED UNITS - NAMED AFTER BASE UNIT

UNIT

area
volume
density
velocity
acceleration

luminance

I V

I
square meter
cubic meter
kilogram per cubic meter
meter pet second
meter per second squared
candela per squarc meter

SYMBOL

in

kg43
m/s
mis2

Cd/m2



Il
DERIVEDINITS - SPECIAL NAMES

qp,ANTZTY UNIT SYMBOL DERIVATION

force newton N kgm/92
.

work,. energy 'Jpule J Nm
power .natt, W Jiq
electric potential - volt . V WA' .

.
. . lm /m

, .

a
illumination . lux lx

.
...4

I

%.

In addition to'these SI units, thereare certain non-SI units (few in number) which probably
will continue to be used after the introduction of SI; they are so'firmly established in

, worldwide practice that their elimination wotIld be virtuallyimpossible. Examples of these /

. are: *
-

. '. ,

.

4 t :for time -they day, hour, and minute , -

. the mass ,unit - metric ton, which equals 1 ,000 kg (or'approximately 74200 pounds)",
the area unit --hectare, whiCh equals 10 000 square' meterS (or approximately . 0

, 2 1/2 acres) , . --4
yfor volume - the liter, which equals one-thousandthof a cubic meter (or.

. ----approximately one quart) 44.

. ' 4.

The supplementary units, radian and steradian, robafoly.will:not be widely used in. the' '

construction industry. The radian is defined as the angle betWeen'tworadii of a circle
which cut off on the circumference an arc equal-in...length to the radius. Instead of the
jadien, the construction industry 'prot;Ibly.wi'll continue to use the familiar degree(:), and

. ,decimals of degrees. We probablywill not make use of the ,"grad" or "grade' whichis
one - hundredth of a right angle, so there will cOntinue to be 90 degreeq in a xight angle. , ,

The solid angle, steradl,an, also will not become a familiar term in the construction industry.
Its definition is as follows: "The solid angle which, having its vertex at the center of a-
sphere, cuts off an area of the surface of the sphere'equal-to that of a square having sides
of lenJ gth equal to the radius of a sphere."

.

. ..
An explanatory note about mass and temperatureai help the reader. .

\ . " .
.

MASS In, commerce, the term "weight" has beqp used, and probably will continue to be
used to mean.mass. In physits and 'sometimes in engineering, the term "weight", has been used
to mean a fbrce (acting on mass) related to grplityi. Many fepl efiai this,latter use of ttte
term ''weight"'should be avoided because it is contrary to the meaning of thg ter; as used

extensively throughout this country, especially, for example, by weights and measures
officials. .t

.

. . ,

, Designers are accustomed .to expressing allowable floor load densities in terms of "pounds
per square foot.". When they use SIR, one method that might be. adopted would'be to express(
such,uch toad densities in kilograms per square metre44 Whep engineers use. these load ratings '

in computations that involve stress.determinAions, they will be obliged to change from
' kilograms per square meter to newtons per squarepeter. Thip.latter term isgiven the

convenient short name - pascal. In determining a building 14d, one would add all/ of.the
appropriate masses in the building-in kilograms, and multiply this total by the applicable
value of the acceleration of gravity (p) to get newtons. While the international ..

standardized value of -g is 9:80665 m/s , g actually' varies b9tween 9.77 and 9.83 m/s on
the-surface of the earth. . . ', .

. .* .

. .
,

.1'TEMPERATURE It May_have teen' surprising to note in the first tableof base units that
_

the unit for temperature is givenas "kelvin." For practical purposes, 'it is unlikely, 4
that the construction industry willuse-"kelvin. "' The.non-SI Unit "degree Celsius". .

w symbol is °C will be used instead., The term "Celsi!ils" was adopted instead of the more

oelPkelvin scales. If two such scales were gligngd with the, Celsiup zero (the freeing point of

a car "centigrade" because in France the word centigrade has customarily been applied,to
a gles. There is actually no difference between the temperature.intervalt on.Celsids or

water) -opposite 293.15 on the kelvin scale, then 100° (the boiling poirit of water) on the
Celsius scale would be directly opposite 373.15,(273.15 + 100) On the kelvin scale. Degree
Celsius is the unit of temperature thie:-Probably will be adopted by the U.S. construction
AndustryZ .

. 1 .4;
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The main feature,of SI (or the pre-SI metric system) is its decimal base. A11 multiples® and submultiples of SI units are based on powers of 10. These are quite simply expressed
by'applying prefixes to the units. .By adding thei°lorefixes to SI the range of unit
magnitude m y be extended from the subatomic (10) to the astronomic (1018)-

.If the U. ,construction industry folloWs the pattern adopted in other English speaking.

tr
.

counies in the selection of preferred multiples #nd submultiples,. preference will be giventothe use of decimal multiples 'and submultiples which are related to the base unit by.-power of 1000. In the construction industry the range (rom 10-6 to 106 probably will
suffice. ) . .)

, .

4
) - 'PREFERRED MULTIPLES,AND SUBMULTIPLES

.0
. S

(...
c-

4 PREFIX SYMBOL .FACTOR' MAGNITUDE
1

mega M 103 1 000 000
kilo klk. 10

3
' 1-000

milli m '10
-3

0.001
micro. /4

*
10-6 (Lobo 001

-...--.:-... .

Note 'that this chart suggests the.exclusion of the centimeter. Many 5eople in the U.S.
building industry are not happy with this exclusion, feeling that the centimeter represents
-a useful and comprehensible sizing unit. Those promoting exclusion, onthe other hand,
point to the following reasons advanced in other countries: - ,..,

,4131 .

,

'KIVU* of the centimeter isinconsistftt With the approach to adopt preferred , /4
prefixes which are ternary powers of 10.

'
,

, . .

(2) The order of magnitude b4ween
ntimeters and millimeters is /only 10, which

. increases the-gkelihood of erri . s. :: '

(3) In drawingg, the differences between mm,.m,'.and-..km,are so great as to make
it enn4essary to add the unit symbol after' each'df6nsion (not possible if
ceneimpters were an accepted submultiple),provided that:

N..
,iv . (a) decimals of meter are always taken to three places, suqh as 3.600

/,
(b),millimeters are always expressed in whole numbers, such'as 3600. '

.
-. ....-

The SI units briefly described here will tend,to reduce the number of measurement termsused in the buililingindustry. The joule '(I) repAces very many traditional units with onecoherent unit. Some of these faMiliar units are the Btu, therm, calorie, and potentially
4, the kilbwatt hour (which equals 3.6 MS). -

Anothe'i example of technical terms becoming more rationaT.:and fewer in number is the --

emergence of the watt as the basic 'unit ofpower.
Already.xecognized universally as the -basic unfr for electric poker, the watt will also be Used as a general power term replacinghorsepowet, foot pound force-per second 'heat flow rate (expressed in customary units asBtu/h), refrigeration (uSually expressed in tons), eta. A 300-horsepower car will be saidto bea 225=kilowatt car.

i .,

.There hardly will be any change in the electrical units.' Whereas the term hertz (Hz) isoften use4forcycles per secondin SI hertz is the recognized unit for frequency.

-. .Indications are that in lineal measurements the meter and millimeterrwill replace thelineal foot, inches and frac'tions,of inchtg. The square meter will replace square foot,square yard and "square (100,ft2). The .cubic meter and liter will replace cubic foot, cubicyard, gallon, quart.and'pint.
,
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These are some of the essential SI units applicablA to .onstruction. Other derived

units, like those used in terms as section modulus, 4;c/under study by.the ConstAiction

Industries
A
Coordinating Committee of the American National Metric Council (41.41C). Recently'a

special working group of a Technical. Committee (TC 98) in the Internationararianization for
Standardization (ISO) whose title is ''Bases for the Design of Structures,'' Tirciduced a final

draft of a whole series of construction engineering terms that reflect the rationality and

coherence .of SI units. Agreemenis'among the members of the U.S. building community regarding
the identification of the SI unit§ to be used in construction must be reached at an early
date if the full benefits o- the simplicity and, internal qpnsistency of the SI metric system

are to be realized: To delay the development of this needed national agreement is to create

a host of unnecessary problems. -

Almost the same set bf problems exists in the development of national agreements regarding
the conventions.applicable to the use of SI units. A few samples of these conventions which
have been adopted in other English-speaking countries may help to illustrate the problems
involved.

(1Z Thousand markers 1 4

imensions and quan'ariNor values. 4
- the thousand marker should be provided by a spa,Fe, not a comma
(a comma has been used in Europe as a decimal point)

'1.000 000
II' 00Q

(2) Decimal points
. ,

(a) In typewritten or other documents produced on machines the use of a
period (foilla decimal point) on the line is recommended.

0.1

9.9

3.602

(b) When expressing a value less than-unity, Ohe decimal point should
be preceded by, a zero.

0.1
0.01
0.362

(c),Whole numbers may be expressed without a decimal mark.

1 0
100

3 600 t

(3) Sizes

(a) .If sizes are written in the sequence--length, width, height--and the

figures are separated by a multiplication sign, the symbol is only
given following the list figure.

325 x 170 ranC

1'325 x 700 x150 mm

(b) If sizes are written in'any other sequence each size should be followed
by the symbol which should in turn be followed by the identifying word.

J

125 mm igh x 150 mm wide
7 500 l ng x 125 mm high x 75 mm wide

8 14

rj

k
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(4)Writing SI symbols

(a) Always use upper.and lower case letters properly.

kg kW (not Kg kw)

.

° (b) Always use the same symbol to expuss singular or plural.

. 107 m (not 107 ms)

(c) Always leave a single siacp between numerical value and symbol.

z.

(d) Always write out metric ton or liter. I(The symbelg "t" or "1" should not
be used as "t" may be mistaken for the customary tonvand the typewritten
letter "1" may be .mistaken for the number 1.=)

123 mm (mit 123mm)

.(e) Always express the size of an item as so much by so much using the
symbols, that denote the same multiples or submultiples of the SI unit.

2 100 x 710 mm
1

4_ .

ir 2.100 x 0.710 m
but never 2.100 m'x 710 mm , -

.

. f

(f) It is recommended that where meters are expressed involving decimals, the-
,dimensions ghoul& be written to three places of decimals, ihich is
visually compatible with the expression of the same dimensIon in millimeters.

3.602 m = 3 602 mm
0.190 m =e190 mm

. .
The adoption of SIatlits poses many difficult problems during the period of transition. =

Some of these pertain to the hctual SI units themselves and.oth4rs pertain to the SI usage. .

conventions or practices, as in the foregoing illustrations of practices adopted by other
English-speaking countries. .

1

Those who promulgate and d.enforce building regulations and those responsiEle for the -

production of the standards used in building regulations .can ill afford a passive role in
either the.selection of SI units to be used in construction or the conventions adopted
regarding thfir use.

,
.

For example, consider the subject of the newton versus the kilogram force. There are
some members of the construction industry actively working against the adoption of, the SI
unit, the newton, feeling that the rather drastic change in thinking it entails is not
feasible or useful for the construction area. Opponents of this view claim that the change
to metric is going to be traumatic in any case,"so why waste the effort on an outdated non-SI
system. 'Many people are tecommending that floor load density requirements or capacities be
expressed in terms ofkilozrams per,square meter that the floor is designed to carry.
The pr?sdures exerted on the foundation are-to be expressed in newtons per squaremeter,
or pascals, as would SthS pressures acting on the building such as wind pressures. They
ale') advocate the technique fot expressing the carrying capacities of trucks or cranes
in kilograms. , .

.

o
c

4. '.

In any case-, the steadying voice of the codes -and standards sector needs to be heard.
-Obviously, the decisions made in Mich matters are going to have a pftiound effect on the
usefulness of the SI system. A vehicle must be -found for developing agreements among the
'building codes and standards promulgators anefar-adv,ancing.these agreements among other ,

important, sectors of.the building community. If the promulgatois of the model building ;

codes, were to pursue separate courses in the adoption (or non-adoption) of SI units, or if -
V unreconciled differences between the model codes and the standards promulgators develop,
this only will add to rather than diminish the U.S. building industry's problems With
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metrication. The codes and standards promulgatora should consider finding an operational

way pf working together, not only to ensure a national coherence in the change to SI but to
take,full advantage of this opportunity to reach an international accord In this vital
communication mechanism that SI offer's.

These are but a few examplestf the kind of conventions that will necessitate the
development of a general agreement among all members of the building community.. There are
many, many more that wik-surface as the national metrics program advances.

In the case of conventions, after agreements have been reached regarding the ones to
be used (and code and standard promulgators,,will netd to give serious consideratiqn to
maintaining a continuous involvement in this decision process), there is Ifberter way of
putting them into practice other than committing them to memory.

,

Similar problems exist relative to the use of the SI units thergselves. Most experienced'

construction people haves over the years, developed an ability to estimate dimensions or
quantities of building materials or components by visualizing the spaces they.occupy... With
this new system of measurement units, this learning process has to start all over again; all
of our key recognition factors will have been changed.

This problem area can be divided into three parts.
o .

(1) Problem associated with learning to estimate dimensions, quantities and
values a common objects such as the size of the bathroom mirror, the speed

. of a pas g automobile or the afternoon air temperature.,

(Z) Problems associated with learning the basic metric sizes of components or
fixtures whose dimensions have a functional value such as':

e bathtubs

doors
,kitchen counter heights
stair treads and risers

Learning to convert the size of these units from customary into metric
units and memorizing them wild. not be easy. However, this kirid of

exercise (carried through for other base units 'also) will help establish
key recognition points useful in rebuilding a nei storehouse, of
reference values.

:(3) The r 1problem with adopting $etric will come when people try to cope
with'with interrelationships between units which Are combinations of a
number of units such as those for force, heat U. Ntalues, ppwer, pressure,
etc., even though the'bnits f thege combinations hate been given simple
names. Learning these nEw units does not particularly help in applying
them to basic design problems involving these units. While it is
possible to figure out the derivation of the newton"'(as illustrated in
Figures 1 4 in this section) this knowledge will not in itself indicate
the metric equivalent of 4000 lb. concrete [which is-27.6 MPa (megapascars)]. ,
If, for example, the structural engineer memorizes the facts that concrete
strengths of 20.7 MPa and 27.6 MPa are the equivalents of 3000'and.4008 psi
respectively, he w,441 be able to recognize an error of Any significant
magnitude. throughout 'a wide range by relativity.. Rounding these metric
numbers-11;440 MPa and 30 MPa concrete strengths (the equivalency of
2900 psi and 50 pi, respectively). Similarly; the mechanical engineer
can use a boiler output of 30 kW, which Is the approximate equivalent
of 100 000 Btu/hr, as a key recognition factor for the whole range.
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Learning any new language can be an exasperating experience
apd metric isFortunately, SI has a rational base and is not just a sophisticated evolutgrunts and,whistles, so that the 'amount of material,that must be Committedinfinitesimal faction of what is required to learn to'speak English. Leakey recdpition atints will beSthe.real,problem. Once these are under centsimplicity inherent-in SI will bepae steadily more rewarding.

SI is an international language, and one of(the major reasons the U.S. isis that the rest of the technical world has already adopted that language.will pose the problem of
international cooperation in our conversion efforto obtain the maximum benefit from this traumatic ekperience,our new systdeveloped in harmonytwith the

emerging-international language. What rolestandards promulgating-organizations play kn the U:S. decisions in this matter?

o exception:
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A great amount of the material in this section has been derived from the following, three

pOlications:

'metrication in the Construction
Metric. in PtaCt4ce

Industry No. 1

.%' Metrication in the Construction Industry No. 2
Calculationsin SI Units

Metriqation in the Construction Industry NO. 4
Metric Reference Book

Produced by the Ministry of Public Buildingsand Wdrks

Sold by Her Majesty's Station4 Office ,

,49 High Holborn
London WC1 England
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I DIMENSIONAL COORDINATION

The basic idea behind dimensional or modulacoOrdination--the establishment of a
direct dimensional relationship betWeen the dimensions selected in the design of a building
and the size of the components used in its construction--received its initial, industrial
thrust in the U.S. 'Alfred Bemis generally is credited with proposing the idea of using a
universal basic module - a '4 -inch cube, for this design/manufacturing system. After
World War II, the ideas generated by Bemis and others were picked up and employed in the

_U.S.- funded reconstruction programs in Europe utilizing a 100-mm cube, the approximate metric
equivalent of Bemis's 4" basic module. 'It was during this period than the most sophisticated
development of the princfgfeb of dimensional`coordination and their actual applicationipook

4place.

Designers often make use of graph paper having regularized grid patterns as a
sketching medium in the evolution of their working drawings. Bemis reasoned that if all
designers would use the same size gr'ids for their drawings,and if component manufacturers
were to use simIlarly sized grids for the sizing of their products,'a direct dimensional
coordination of buildings and building products would evolve. This should simplify some
of the problems of building design arld help manufacturers select the most useful size
ranges of building products7--This combination should eliminate most Of the wasteful
cutting and fitting -at the job site.

This concept and its resulting elaborations proved to be intriguing to designers an
manufacturers. However, the cooperation it required between designers and manufacturers
never developed to a poirie`In the U.S. where the man claimed advantages could be
factually assess . The designers tended to enthusiastically endorse the concept,
saying tha,t ust soon as the manufacturers began producing modular parts they would
begin spec ng them. The manufacturers, equally enthusiastic over the concept of

, -dimensiona coordination, indicated they would begin making such parts'as soon as the
designers st rted specifying them. As a resplt, here ald in Europe, the idea never
Achieved the full potential arl believed had. So while dimensional coordination has
been used to a far greater extent in Europe thax in the.U.S., only Denmark and the
Soviet Union triad adopted a national program of dimensional coordination until England didP so. Since then Australia, South Africa, New Zealand and now Canada.,all have followed suit.

As at present In'the U.S there was no great enthusiasm in the British building industry
he change to metri . Concerned building industry members in Britain, recognizing

the imEortance of metri ation to the nation, strongly urged the installati4n of a national
program of dimensional opidination paralleling that of metrication. This recommendation was
adopted and the.buildi g industry, with the support of the'British government, is embarked
on a most amb?tibus na ional program of dimensional coordination. Respected industry figures
there feel that for the British building industry dimensional coordination is the

. most important beneftt they will derive from going metric. Various practitioners in the
British building industry, when asked about the impact of metrication on their activities,
.usually respond in terms of their opinions regarding dimensional coordination.

, The reasons they advanced for at least the initial usefulness of dimensional
coordination rZrlve around the recognized need to chlinge the dimensions of many key
building products; brought about by the change to metric. A 4!-0" x 8'0" building.tanel
translated into its, exact metric equivalent is 1219.2 x 2438.4 mm. These are extremely
awkward numbers. If these are the kinds of numbers that a metric conversion would bring,
the building industry 'easily could do without this kind of "help." But ifnot thesenumberi,
what numbers? For the fragmented building industry a nightmare of intra- and inteit-
discrplinary meetings and conferences might be required to produce rationally related sets
of new sizes for'the hundreds of building products and components involved. This fear Was
one of the major factors that spurred the English into_adopting the concept of dimensional
coordination. The principles of dimensional coordination offered a iational way of bringing
aboutq-lew compatible sizes of building products. If all the various trade apsotlations
involved would use the same set of sizing principles, each could work out new dimensions
more orless unilaterally. Since all dimensions had to be changed anyway, dimensional
coordination seemed like the way to go. Fortunately, a Technical Committee (TC 59) of ISO
had produced several basic and useful standards covering the ptinciples of dimensional
coordination and some of their applications.

z
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TC59 established 100 mm (3.937 inches) as the basic planning module around which the

Whole fabrit cjf dimensional.dbrdipntionia built. .Theoretically, this basic agreement
means that designers can lay out buildings using this module and component manufacturers

can ptoduce products compatible with the layout and in size ranges thatrelate to each

other and other products 1.n-a FatiOnal way, using the same'100 mm module.

In practice, however, the .number of possible mu ltiples of 100 mm proved to be too,large

and it was necessary to.provide some way of narrowing this range, to some feasi,ble number.

The dimensional flexibilici heeded by the designers, and the practical size range limitations
needed by the,prochistmehufacturers, were satisfied by agreement's on what are known"as

preferred dimensions, The followingeset of preferences, worked out in Britain. are
i1lustrativeY6f.the.basic standards that,have to be developed in the.U.S.:

-1st preference 300-mm (approximately 12")

2nd4preference. 100 mm (approximately 4")

3rd preference 50 mm (approximately 2")

4th preference 25 mm (approximately 1")

0

In effect, this table indicates that for dimensions over 100 mm, first preference should

be given to increments of 300 mm with second preference given to multiples of 100 mm

. . I (multiples of 100 mm are referred to as multimodules).

In a horizontal direction the preferred.multimodules would be 300, 600, 90Q, 1200,:

1500, 3000 and 6000 mm. Of these, 300, 600 and 1200 mm would be articularly preferred.

a vertical direction first preference is given to 300 and 600 pm bile in rements of 100 elepe

would be.acceptabie up to 0000 mm. The third and fourth preferenc and 25 mm, are %*

'' slmodules used only for thin sections.

This kind of dimensioning approach is being adopted by the several English-speaking
nations currently making the switch to metric. Each one of these nations.has'carefully
studied the approaches used in other highly industrialized countries and h4s tailored its
programs accordingly. The U.S., being the last to convert CO metric, has an excellent
oppo.qunity not'..only to assess the usefulness of a national p6gram of dimensional
coordination, but to selectively evaluate these various program approaches for p.S.
conditions. 'The bases for all of these approaches are derived from the standards that
have been and still are being developed by the ISO Committee TC 59. A few words

givingZa picture of the U.S. relationship with this committee may be'of help.

The USA vote in ISO standards Activities is cast by the American National
Stnndards Institute (ANSI). ANSI casts these votes on instruction from national-committees,
organized for this purpose under ANSI procedures. Such national committees are called USA

Technical Advisory Gtp'ups or USATAGs. In the case of TC59, the USA holds a voting position
but cannot vote becaude a USATAG for TC59 does not exist. Until the adveht of

metrication there has not been much USA interest in the subject of internatlonal star dards.
for dimensional coordination. .Recently, ANSI requested the Center for Budding Technology,

'(CBT) of the National Bureau of Standards to take on the responsibility of organizing and
servicing such a not/oliol committee for TC59. The CBT has accepted this responsibility and
plans to begin the organization of a committee thpc,can not only develop a USA'response_to

ISO actions, but also can dee.ielop and advance USA-im/liarives n this subject area. -

Many international standards have been produced by TC59 and many MOre are in the
pipeline. Thirty-one nations are members of TC59 and are variously involved in some twenty-
five subcommittees and working groups. At a recent plenary meeting (Stockholm - OctOsbet 1974),
the delegates voted to add performance requirements (for buildings and components.of
buildings) to future TC59 activity plans.

The addition of a TC59 work program that would lead to the international "harmonization"
of building regulations is'Inder study and will be an agenda item at the next TC59 meeting.
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While it may be too earlto asses the cost/benefit value of the British diMensidnal
.

coordination effort on its own merits (and not judt as a way pf facilitating a metric
conversion'), it is interesting tnote that Canada, Australia, South Africa and New Zealand
all have 'studied Or British program and all,have opted to tie a national program Of.

dimensional coordination to their metrication efforts. There is a strong trend ' "
developing in this direction in the U.S. in-current'discussions within the American
National Metric Council. if thii trend continues, the U.S. building industry also will
*choose to implement a national program of dimAnsional coordination as 'its way of "getting
something. out of going met ic."

,-...,

I. . #
> .If the.decisionis made tie dimensional coordination to metrication, decisionl onMany fundamental and standards' revisions will be required early in the conversion

It";program.- Insome cases, where codes origipate
dimensional requiremedts,Cdcasions on suchcode. changes trust l,tad. In other cases, changes in

rerfogrence standards (such as dimensionallot eP5will have to occur before code decisions can be reached. Obviously, before any _dimension41 changes in codes or reference standards can be,initiated, national agreements2-standards-lfve to be established, not only regarding the SI Units to be useein
4 construction, bur also the principles behind the application of sdimensional coordination.

As an zcample'of a dimensional change originating in codes1 cons der the familiar 22"unit of exit width. Translated into metric, 22" equal to,S .8 mm. This awkward nunlbershould be rounded to some new dimension. Applying the principles of dimensidnal. coordination-might require some serious rethinking of, the whole area.' Rounding 558.8 mm Eo 600 mm fits afirst preference 300 mm multimodule but 600 mm transl4tes into 23 5/8", while 500 mm, asecond preference number, is only 19- I1 /16 ": Proponents of dimensional coordination will,spoint,/,out.'(vigorously) that it not'only makes good sense to use corridor widths that relateto dimensionally-coordintted
space layouts of buildings but, if the many'claimed .ontstruction productivity advantages are 'to be realized, all building spaces (and thecomponents4that fill them) have to be dimensionally coordinated.

Proponents of a simple, .1roundittg - say to 550 or 560 mm (21 5/8" and 22 3/64" respectively),
might claim that this- 22" unit of exit tddth is so well accepted that it would4Afoolish to make a drastic changejust for a slavish devotion to a design p inciple. OthersImight say that the 22" writ wasestablished a long time ago when people wer enerally smaller and that the. increase to /600 mm would b reasonable. A decision in thi matter will not lap simply developeOk

Obviously, bec4 se it affects the *dimensions of doors ndows, stairs, eta., (besicffs,
. corridors), man segments of the indestry musa be i olved in this declgjion. A way Rrfprecluding~ unilateral actions in matters of such i dustiy.rwide impact, ill have tobe devised and implemented.,

' ., 4
.

.

.In such code subject areas as elevators, the America ational Standard Committee All(sponsored by the. American Society of Mechanical Engineers and operating undet ANSI
.procedures) may find much useful information in the current activities of Subcommittee 7 ofISO TC,59. This very active international"standards

committee ig hard at work devising many 4fapplications of dimensional coordinati9n in SI units to-the whole field:of elevators. fCertainly, all, of the dimensions8uantitiesand
values presently contained in the A1-7 documentwill have to'change to some new equivalent. The dimensional.coordination work being donein TC 59 could, provide guidance in arriving at a new metric A17 American National Standard.

,
, .

'. . S,., Since industry disussions already have storied on this subject of dimensional
.'coordination', promulgators of' codes and standards are faced with making some basic decisionsin the near future:,

Obviously, they shbald-be involved in these discussions, but how, whenand where they cap,be'represented
most effectively needs to be decided.

...
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fl-I. Planning for Metricgtion/Dimensirial. Coordinations
.

,

In a Commit-twee Report, (from the House of Representatives' Committee on Science and Tedianolcogy)

accompanying H.R. 8674 (the bill entitled "Metric Conversion Act of 1975" that as Public .

Law 94-:168 President .Ford signed on. December 23, 1975) the following comment'appears.'

"The choice before the Congress,is not whether we should Move Co the metric'

system. That, converaion is underway. The'choice is betWeen the conversion

process in an entirely uncoordinated fashion, as is-the case. now, or going

forward with ele conversion process on a coordinated basis The nstim6ny
heard by the Committee indicated that there isftwide agreement on the,

desireNity of going forward on a coordinated basis. Ftarthermore, it is

apparent that many sectors of the national community which ate now considekhg

conversion are' only'awaiting-a firm statement from Congress commiteing'the

United States to the conversion before they, too, adopt thb metric.,system."

The Committee Report furthe'r states:

7
"The bill declares that it shall be the policy of the United State
change to the metric system in a coordinated manner and that, the purpose

of this coordination shall be to reduce the total cost of the conversion."

to

.
. ,

From these state, it is obvious that a well - coordinated, approach to metric ,,,

conversion is deemed essential. However, attaining coordination in an` ndustry as ,"-..r

fragmented and centerless as the building industry may be as elusive as'it'is'essenrial.

Certainly, a great amount of patient planning involving all parties a4' interest

will he required ifthe time frame involved is to 'be reduced so as to minimize

conversion costs.
..

i
...

The significance of this time frame is highlighted by the experiepce of the Australians. They'

reasoned that the longehe transition period, the longer a'dual product line.may have tcP
be dealt with by designers, manufacturers, and constructors, and'the longer'this condition
lasted the more expensive the conversion process was going to be. /he Australians 4

a4 invested heavily in deVeloping a carefully detailed planning and scheaplinfrprogriM for the
conversion of their building industry and virtually have ampleted this conversion in lesg
than five years. On the other hand, the private building sector,of Britgi still ig far,

from completing its conversion after almost nine years of effort. Canada, st,starrting

its construction metrication effort, has studied thePriFish,'Soutti Afric nd Australian _

programs and has found it expedient to.borrow heavily frqm the Australian eriences:

'.
- . ,

Developing and scheduling a plan for the conversion process in the codes and standards
sector will need to take into account the necessity of putting together an Orgegzational
structure capable of cooperatively: (a)kidentifying the.problems to be faced not °ply in
the codes lad standards area., but also in the industry as a whole;;,(b) establishing priorities
among thearproblems; and, (c) timing, coordinating, and monitoring'appropriate responses?
among codes and standards sources. -

./ , e

a

Some of the problems for which priority determinations need to be made gre
+
contained

in the following -sub ect areas:

1. Now that the
be done until the

"firm statement" by Congtess has been made, what,can and/or needs to
United States Metric Board is formed?

T

theft, use conventions'will be selected by the e.S.,building2. What SI units an
industry?

- I a +
_

3. -What wAl'be the ature and extent of the U.S. ditiensional coordination
effort and what effect will this have on standards and codes development,

activities? . .

,.. ,

.

4. How is a nationally uniform datkte be developed in therU.S. on whichmetric-
based building regulations are to become effective'?
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5. How is a building community consensus to be developed in phe U.S. regardinga target date--M day--on which actual
construction with Aetric-sizedproducts could take placd?

6. What will be the nature of the training programs required and when shouldthey be instituted?

7. What other benefits to the U.S. buildingAmmunity,
relative to the develop-

ment and promulgation of building codes and standards, might be derived fromthe many oppqrtuhities
for'cooperating inher nt in this national metricationeffort?

. '

Preplanning

. -
'Some large segments'of Ameridan industry (such as the
-made a metric Conversion commitment. All 5 tates n
metric system in their education depirtm s. These
clearly support the belief that the metric Conversion
Concerned individuals ithe building industry, eogni
the evolving activities connected 'With the American N
many opportunities to begill'identiPingsome

of the pThe Construction Industries toordinatini Committei'(c

automobile industry) already have I.

w are committed to changing to the
nd other similarly important decisions
of the U.S. already is underway..
at of these trends,'have found that
tional Metric Council (ANMC) offer
blems that will have to be facedis.

CC) within the ANMC which is comhYsed ofseven Sectors (Design, Products, Labor, Users, Contractors, Codes and, Standards, Real Estate).is beginning to function
as a broad-base&fornm for the discussion of the industry's uniqueproblems.

The major promulgators of model construction codes orocegulations (such as thosepertaining to buildings and the plumbing, electrical, elevator, etc., installations inuildings), the major promulgators orst dards used or'referenced in such model codes,.and organizations representing the administration o ctual building regulations (as4 different from model replationk)
can, through the Construction Cody and Standards Sectorof the CICC, begin now To plan for the organizational

struc'tur they wflrneed to.cooperatively deal with their share of the metric conversion problems of.the buildingcommunity. This structure should be broad enough to permit the dozens of /organizations. involved to be able to participate,
yet concise enough to permit action decisions to emerge.

Setting up such a structure will not be easir e groups that need to be broughttogether have never found.it
necessary in ,he'pa$t. to fully interact with one;another in'the same way that the metrication progr will'demand. Many intra- and inter-Sector'meetingswill be required before the problema\and their priorities can be fully developed and -s4Sector work plan and schedule prepared. etting up such an organizational structure, andfinding ways of funding the participation of-appropriate representatives at the meetings aresome of the initial pre lanning problems be faced.

Selection of SI Units
J

ti

Highest an the list of problem priorities is the establishment of a national standardregarding the SI units to be used in the building industry. The many questions involvedboth with the units themselves and the conventions
regarding their'use have to be settledsoon. .Little attention can be paid to the actual, application

of the metric units until itis known what SI working units the building community will'select. Although it would appearthat the ANMC route is the most appropriate forum, since 411 segments of the building industry(and other industries) are represented there,, a way needs to be found for developing a codesand standards "position' andAf ensuring that this position is understoodand given adequateconsideratihn by others. More than just a few discussion
Meetings will be required. Drafts-of recommended SI working units have to be developed and studied along witk the units,adopted in other countries. The 94.ts recomiended'by ISO have to be given carefulconsideration, for this ihoortime opportwnityt6 establish an intftrnational technical s°language for the bygding industry should not be wasted

either'brprecipitate or' a."muddle 40through" effort.
,14 - 6 °
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Dimensional Coordination
n

,
0

Paralleling the importance of deciding on the SI units to-be used is the- question of

dimensional coordination. IT, assome maintain, dimensional coordination is destined to

become the dominant theme in thf metrication of the building industry, this decision. one

way or another, need not and should not be delayed until after the official metrication

program is inikiated. Many decisions, particularly those related to the establishm9K of

preferred dimenilons, have to be made before a clear understanding of the impact of

i dimensional coordination can be developed. If dimensional coordination.is to become a

national goal (and the codes and standards sector should have a voice in that dehiston),,

then the rapidcompletion of suitable national standards estab*shing the bases fOrl

applying the principles of diMensional coordination to buildings and building components

would become a top priority standards' problem. These standards would have to be complied

before any serious work on new product standards that involve site changes can be.star t ed.
.i'V

Neither the principles of dimensional coordinatien nor the,correspondipg erection techniques,

of themselves, will have much bearing On the safety aspects of a blinding. These are design,

manufacturing, and erecting practices'that, in their Implementation, will%not cause building

regulatory enforcement officials much in the way of problems. However, the application of

thele principles to familiar products could.cause a reevaluation of old permissible uses.

Using these principles to arrive at.new_izes Of dfmension lumber, for instance, could

result in thinner and/or narrower lumlier, sections. This could affect existing span tables

for headers, joists and rafters. Similarly, if the thiCkness of gypsum board is reduced,

this reductioniplus those that may be connected-with AimensionlumberMay be cause to

reevaluate the fire ratings or sound'transmissiorl characteristics of constructions involving

combinations of such materials. In all cases, those responsible for the promulgation of

safety standardslneed to be aware of product and/or system safety performance changes that

may result from new metric-sizedsproduct standards.
4.

While the organizatiOns responsible'for the promulgation of building codes and

building standards may find it impractical to train all of their members in phe principles

of dimensional coordinationand their applicatioA, selected staff members, trained in the

subject-, will beAneeded. Not only should these people be afforded every oliportuhity to

'comprehend this, complex subject,and be able to interact with their peers in similar

organizations, with experts in the U.S.'building industry and with those in the international

,area, but they should be able to convey the significance of such a national program to the

members of their organizations. Codes and standards organizations are going to be, faced

with the, problem of selecting.and training personnel for this specialized task.

Regulatory Coordination

Even after agreements have beeh reached regarding the complex technical problems conAected

withthe selection and appropriate application of SI units and preferred dimensions,

how to coordinate the timing of their introduction into the nation's regulatOry system is

going to be a particularly difficult problem. Consider this problem 3u1ps it relates to
thelmAel building and.plumbin codes and those special regulatory type standards like All

(elevator) or C1---the American National Standard Electrital Code. Those.responsible for'the

promul6tion of these independently produced documents.(each group having a distinct
generating Constituency) not only have to participate in the development of agreements on the

uniform bases and techniques of making both the metric and dimensional coordination changes
needed, but also on the staging of the revised editions required and the establishMent of '

coordinated publication dates. If more than one edition seems to be required, Mould the
lrst revised edition contain both metric and customary units or should only metric appear?

S ould rounding of the metric values be attempted in the first stage or should all quch changes

be made after the promulgation dates of preferred dimension standards? Could not some old and

arbitrary dimensional differences among some of th se,model documents be cooperatively resolved

during this size conversion process? While there are thany more examples of these kinds of
problems facing the regulatory sector, the purpose in stating some of them is not to present

a hopeless picturebut to illustrate the pressing need for a new era of communication among.

the principals involved. While the number afid nature of these problems may appear over-
whelming, the ease with which these principals will solve them will depend on the conversion

teams,they establish among themselves and with other industry tdhms. The key problem area

seems to lie not in dealing with the new units themselves, but in timing and coordinating

the introduction of these units into the regulatory system. '
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t While the foregoing has been concerned with the timing and..coordinationif,, t4t
- introduction of SZ and dimensional Coordination into the model doct entS used'In the building .

regulatory system, a similar problem of timing and coordination exists regarding the
introduction of these model documents into the actual body of State and local laws. Provision
must be made for the many, enacting jurisdictions a the'State and local level to act
.in concert, not only regarding the utilization of fthe agreed upon SI units and preferred
dimerions, ,but also on. the promulgation dates. Since it is unlikely that Federal legislation
will mandate these changes cr their timing, this area of tesponsibility would seem to rest
with the States. It, seems quite obvious that the de4ign, manufacturing, distributing and_
erection segments of the industfy will have trouble enough dealing with their technical

problems connectedewith metrication /dimensional coordination without being burdened
by a failute on the part of the regulatory sector to agree on a uniform effective
date for metric-based building.regulations. If the 8,000 - 14,000 jurisdictions' in
the U.S. each were to unilaterally select such an effectie date, extremely serious ?

and undesirable problems for the rest of the building community could result:- These
problems could be disastrously compounded if the building, electrical,, plumbing, etc.
departments within each of these many jurisdictions also were laterally
select the effective dates for their particular branch of metric regulations. Somehow, the
States, in cooperation with thelt'j jocalurisdictiond, will have to devise a mechanism for.

achieving a uniform statewide e recvtite date for metrics based buiPing tegulations. )he
burden will be on them and their associates 3n the Construction Industries Coordinating,

e Committee to utilize this mechanism in a fashion that will enable the selection of a date
ons,which uric based building regulatiOns are to become effective throughout the 50 States.

Consideration needs to be given to the special problems connected with the big-cities
and with the coordination problems related to Federal regulations affecting the design and
construction -of bdildings. .

Traiia

Considerable attention needs to be given to devising effective training programs fora the personnel engaged in codes and standards activities: The nature and extent of the
itraining programs to be developed particularly will be dependent on the roles assigned tothe trainees.

In order to discuss this problem area, lit helps to make assumptions regarding some of
these roles. In the case of such standards' committees as A17 (elevator), Cl (electrical),
and A41 (masonry), for example, at least two committee members of each committee. may have to
be designated as metric officers and given the responsibility for guiding the committee's
application of metric units.,

If one of these selected committee members was either familiar with the subject of
dimensional coordination or had the archrtvetural or design engineerng background to absorb
training in°this subject; the other-member could be trained to handle the committee's
internal'and external metric conversionresulting in a pair of committee expetts covering
both dimensional coordination and vkichtion.

The model code organizations probably would want
4
several, if not all of their technical

staff membeis to become proficient in both subject areas. The training of these "metric
officers" should enable.them to assist their members to correctly interpret and apply the
new

4
SI units and dimensional coordination principles, as required, to the several-types of \-

model codes involved. In face, these trained staff members could be used to devise and
-aanage, or even implement, appropriate training programs for the enforcement officials. Thesetrained staff members could develop the essential/

coordination recommendations needed to
harmonize the conversion of the model codes. They also could be used to ensure
regulatory needs ke 'given proper consideration in appropriate ext al decision making
meei,ings.

The big city building departments also will need to name one or more "metric officers,u-
having responsibilities and duties similar to those of the model code organizations.

%
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The States, too, eachwill need to identity metric construction officers able to become
.

proficient in boell'Aubject areas: While the degree of theiVinvolvementin the technical
content of codes may vary from state to State, they must accept responsibility for devising
and implementing ways of scheduling statewide metric code chknge dates in.concert with

other.States. They must also ensure that adequate and timely State-sponsored training .

programs for code officials, tradesmeA, builders; etc., are 'carried out; (a) in concert with

the scheduled appearance of metric codes, (bY in concert with.other States, and, (e) in a
manner consistent Oith the national metrication program adopted by the building community.

,,--..:°,. , .
.

.

,rederal build ng agencies,an h manyiindividual local and State agencies that
control the consiructidn cif c buildings (schools, hospitals,, offices, etc.)
'each will find it exTredien tdentify metric offteers. The potential impact of the
purchasing' power of 'these-public construction agencies on the orderly metric conversion,of .

the building industry,(and o gm.succeaSful implementation of a national program of dimensional
coordination) cannot be overtfira. Thdugh they are not part/4f the regulatory system, their
participation in the ddVelopment of the regulator74convp4ion prigram, and especially their
cooperation in support of the metric/dimensional coorainatIonAegigons, is important to any
planning program developed by'Ve Construction Codes and Standards Sector. A forum

for their metric officerS$ to interact with those of the des and standasTbtar. needs to
be developed. . '

4e e-

,*, . -=,..
.. .

. ..

All of the metric Officer types discussed thus far will require very siilar training .

programs. These will necessarily be something more thari Simple'familiaxization prograMs in
either subject area. The responsibilities of contributing. to the development of an American
program-ane of explaining and/or defending this program with their associates will demand that
they receive exceptionally wellfr,s,ded training. The nature of auonitilltraining pw)gram may

make it especially attractive to the !'metric officdrS" in nechitecturai and engineering
firms and those associated"with large component manufacturers or their trade associations.
It should be recognized thee America dobs not have a storehouse of experts in either metric'

or dimengional coordination. In fact, we probably will'find it expedient to import our

dimeesional coordination training prOgrama And many of the reaebere. .

0
, .

Training programs fgr building code inspectors need not get as'ipr into the subject of .4

dimensional-coordination as for other members of the codes and standards sector. The
training that inspectors need must enable them to clearly understand the SI units'and their
building 'applications. Unintentional errors on the job site, brought aboutby the

0
.

construction'tradesmen's.unfamilialp With metric usage are to be expected. This condition
willVersist and will because for increased vigilance 6n the part of trained inspectors...-

0.NE,

Equal in importance to thesubject matter of these training'proirams is he timing
involved. The British experience indicates that training can beqastealliitf given too early.
Costly ertOrs can result if training programs-are given either too early or,,too late, a Eact
which reemphasizes the significance of devising a way of cooperatively establishing. firm
-dates regarding the introduction of the ne* metric building regulations. Similarly, the
estal*Jishment of the 'date when plans in SI first can be accepted have to be scheduled in
relation to the training programs Involved.

/

. Consider the implementation problems of scheduling training programs in the metro-
'politn area around Washington, D.C. Tqp:Montgomerr County,.Maryland, the-tounty heat:-
Rockville--has a building depprtment (and code) separate from that,of el4 rest of the County.
igontgomery County's buildin_ department (and code) is separate from that of the neighboring
Prince George's County andall three haVe little or no connection with the Maryland State ,

code.agency in Annapolis. A somewhat similar situation exists among.the cities and,
counties across [he Potomac River in Virginia, including the complexities inyolVed in the
intrdduction of a new Aptewide code. In the center of these jurisdictions,is the city of
Washington itself, wit a completely independent building department that has developed its
own set of codes. The planning that can be visualized for the metric conversion of all of
these codes, the timing of*the introduction and effective dates of these metrip codes and
the scheduling of the training programs involved in this single metropolitan area,
illustrate the nature,,,and extent of the intra- and interstate cooperating and coordination
that will be required. .4

.
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other Benefits

The simplicity and universality of SI, once the initial learning difficulties'are mastered,
truly will be appreciated by the building community. This benefit will be recognized
relatively early from an American national viewpoint and later from,an American
international viewpoint.

OIt may be true that a successful national program of dimensional coordination'will
produce a far more efficient use oT all U.S. resources in design, manufacture and construction.It is certain that metrication will require a comple e rewriting of the entire data base z '177for U.S. building technology; text books, design manua trade catalogs, etc.,--the entire
feference literature of the industry., -inc i.ng building tandards and codes. This suggestsa never to be repeated opportunity to redgIrse traditions practices, procedures anprocesses with an eye towdrds,effectigg

long-desired bene icial changes that were al tooupsettiIg to carry out. Havever, metrication in the fragiented, centerless buildingindustry has been desctibed_giC,V "management
exercise with technical.ovettones." ;Thisas anapt description sincean orderly framework of'planning, scheduling, coordinationtand,controlmust be voluntarily imposed (ofterrover

technical considerations), if the conversion is toproceed in accordance with predetermined timing and hOgets. If such an administratively
oriented organizational structure can be fasitkoneA-that demonstrates an ability to guide this
industry through the all-pervasive problems of metrication and dimensional coordination, itin itself might be;'the single most important-future benefit to be gained by the buildingcommunity. Any mechanism developed and utilized by this industry to effect changes as deep asmetrication should be of future use, especially as an instrument for continually effectingdesired transactional improvements among themany distinct but interdependent groups withinthe building community.
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